Enhancing interpretation of gastric residual volume by refractometry.
The traditional practice of gastric residual volumes (GRVs) is flawed in its design and conception, is poorly standardized in its technique, is an inaccurate measure of gastric emptying, and serves as an insensitive marker for regurgitation and aspiration. The refractive index of a solution (like an enteral formula) is a physical property of that solution, which is remarkably constant and reproducible under varying conditions of concentration, pH, and temperature. Refractometry may be performed quickly and easily at the bedside, requires only a small representative sample of aspirated solution, and provides valuable measurements that can be used to calculate both the true total volume of contents and the specific volume of formula remaining in the stomach. Refractometry complements the use of GRVs as a monitor for patients receiving enteral feeding and should improve the accuracy with which patients at risk for aspiration may be identified.